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Stone Wilder is no less a daredevil bad boy than the rest of his brothers, especially when the thrill of a lifetime is

about to arrive in a surprising package. . .

The Doctor Is In DeepThe Doctor Is In Deep

Wishful, California, is 3000 miles from Dr. Emma Sinclair's last job in a New York City ER. Running her father's

clinic for a summer, Emma treats bee stings, stomach flu, and the occasional pet cat. Then there's Stone Wilder:

gorgeous, laid-back, and irritating beyond belief. Emma loathes him. Almost as much as she wants to throw him on

her examining table and break every doctor-patient rule in the book. . .

Paging Dr. Sinclair. Paging Dr. Sinclair. . . ..

"Shalvis writes with humor, heart, and sizzling heat!" --Carly Phillips

"A total original! Humor, intrigue, and scintillating sex. It doesn't get any better!" --Suzanne Forster
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